DNA surface-hybridization biosensors utilize the selective hybridization of target sequences in solution to surface-immobilized probes. In this process, the target is usually assumed to be in excess, so that its concentration does not significantly vary while Finally, we show that, alongside enhanced detection sensitivity, this approach offers the possibility of sample enrichment, by substantially increasing the relative amount of the mutant over the wild-type sequence.
Introduction
DNA hybridization, the binding of two single-stranded DNA molecules to form a doublestranded helix, is a physico-chemical process of very broad interest in many disciplines, from fundamental to applied sciences and engineering. It is also central in many applications where detection or enrichment of specific target DNA molecules is required. In these applications, single-stranded DNA probes are designed to bind to the target molecules during a hybridization process. Often the probe molecules are immobilized on a surface for detection purposes or for further processing. Using the sequence-specific properties of the process, specificity and sensitivity of the binding are two important characteristics that can be aimed for. This is often challenging due to the presence of cross-hybridization, which occurs when DNA molecules resembling the sequence of the target molecules hybridize to the probes and blur the detection or poison the enrichment.
Hybridization of targets to surface-immobilized probes can be physically described by the Langmuir adsorption model, used extensively to predict the equilibrium state of typical systems. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] In a standard Langmuir approach, the target concentration is assumed to be constant, which is the case when it is large enough not to be depleted due to hybridization with the probe molecules. In experimental applications this assumption may be violated, and corrections need to be applied to incorporate the reduced target concentration into the model (see e.g. Refs. 13, 14) .
In this paper we show, by solving a model which extends the Langmuir adsorption kinetics, how target depletion can be exploited in order to enhance the performance of DNA biosensors. In particular, we focus on typical situations interesting for diagnostic purposes,
where the sample to be analyzed contains a large amount of "wild type" sequence at concentration c 1 and a much smaller amount of "mutant" sequence, differing by a single nucleotide. [15] [16] [17] [18] The latter is at a concentration c 2 c 1 . We discuss a minimal-design strategy ( Fig. 1 ) and show how the depletion of the wild type sequence may lead to an increased sensitivity, where the detection of the mutant becomes possible even for very small ratios c 2 /c 1 .
We, finally, show that this method can be utilized in order to achieve sample enrichment, 19 by increasing the ratio of the captured mutant over the wilt-type target.
Materials and methods
In what follows, we will first review the standard Langmuir adsorption model, and then present a simple extension, which accounts for the depletion of the target sequence. Finally, we discuss how this problem can be analytically approached by introducing some useful approximations, without much loss of generality.
Langmuir adsorption model
The Langmuir adsorption model treats hybridization as a two-state process. Among the several simplifications, such as the homogeneity of the surface and the lack of interactions among adsorbates, the model assumes that the concentration of the target sequences in solution is so large, that it practically remains unchanged throughout the process. Let us consider the simple case of one target type in solution, brought into contact with a single probe type. Denoting by θ the fraction of hybridized probes, i.e. the number of hybridized probes divided by the total number of probes, the kinetics of the process is described by
where k + and k − are the association and dissociation constants, respectively, and c the target concentration. The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) is the hybridization rate, which is partially controlled by the fraction 1−θ of available probes, whereas the second term is the denaturation rate. The solution of Eq. (1) with initial condition θ(0) = 0 is
where
is the relaxation time and
the value of θ at equilibrium, where we also introduced the equilibrium constant,
of the reaction. The Langmuir isotherm (3) has been successfully employed in the past for the description and quantification of DNA hybridization on a surface at chemical equilibrium.
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This relation becomes linear in the target concentration, θ ≈ cK, when the probes are far
Target depletion
In the case of target depletion the hybridization kinetics is described by
where a is the probe concentration, and θ ± the two fixed points, given by
Note that, the hybridization rate is now additionally controlled by the amount of the remaining target in solution, i.e. c − aθ. Since θ ≤ 1, it follows that target depletion may be safely neglected as long as c a, i.e. the initial target concentration is greater than the probe concentration. Equation (4) can be solved through separation of variables. Using the initial condition θ(0) = 0, one obtains
where the characteristic time now is τ ≡ [ak
At long times t τ , the solution (6) converges to θ − , which is a stable fixed point of Eq. (4), whereas θ + is unstable.
The approach to the stable fixed point is monotonic in t, as expected for a single first-order ordinary differential equation (ODE). Moreover, in the limit a → 0, one finds θ − = θ [given by Eq. (3)] and θ + → ∞. Equation (4) may be generalized, so as to describe the hybridization of n t different targets with n p different probes. The fraction θ ij of the i-th probe hybridized with the j-th target satisfies the differential equation
Here k + ij and k − ij are the association and dissociation constants, respectively, whereas c j and a n are the total concentrations of the j-th target and the n-th probe, respectively.
Equations (7) constitute a set of coupled nonlinear equations, which, in general, cannot be solved analytically. In order to proceed, we will assume that the probes remain far from chemical saturation i.e. nt m=1 θ im 1, which leads to the following set of linear equations
The equations for θ ij no longer couple the different targets in solution (second index j in θ ij ). As the spots are not saturated, each target sequence has always probe sequences at its disposal for hybridization, hence θ ij and θ ij evolve independently from each other for j = j .
The equilibrium hybridization fraction is given by (details are given in Appendix)
where we have defined
, in analogy with the case of a single probe/target pair.
For the numerical solution of Eq. (7), we used the Python implementation of the LSODA ODE solver, using 10 4 time steps. The latter were chosen to be evenly spaced on a logarithmic scale (further supported by the exponential nature of the solution), allowing for the accurate sampling of both the short-and long-time behavior, while keeping the number of time steps at a minimum. The kinetics can be solved analytically in the case target depletion occurs due to a single probe, which is an interesting case for application purposes.
Results
Here, we discuss the consequences of target depletion in conventional hybridization experiments. In particular, we show that depletion can significantly improve the performance of hybridization biosensors. For this purpose, we consider the setup shown in Fig. 1 , which is simple enough to capture the basics of the process, yet, at the same time, relevant for diagnostic applications.
The sample in solution contains two types of target DNA, a wild-type and a mutant sequence, the latter having a point mutation with respect to the former. The two sequences Figure 1 : A minimal experimental setup for the study of target depletion. The sample solution (top) contains two targets, a wild-type (blue) and a mutant sequence (red), with concentrations c 1 and c 2 , respectively. We assume the former to be in abundance, and the latter to be present in small traces, i.e. c 1 c 2 . The two targets come into contact with three probes spotted on a surface (middle), with concentrations a 1 , a 2 and a 3 . The first two probes (blue and red) are the perfect complements of the two targets, while the third probe (green) is used as a reference for the detection of the mutant target. In order to achieve target depletion, we propose the use of a large concentration, a 1 , of wild-type probes. Finally, at the bottom all possible duplexes are shown, together with the notation we employ. respect to the wild-type target. For convenience, we assume that their hybridization affinity to the wild type is similar, so that θ 21 ≈ θ 31 , which can be achieved with a proper choice of the reference probe. In case a mutant target is present in solution (c 2 > 0), one has θ 22 θ 32 , due to its much higher affinity for the second probe (perfect complement) than the third probe (two mismatches). Following Ref. 20 , we define the detection signal as
which will be zero when c 2 = 0 (θ 22 = 0) and positive otherwise. Clearly, for diagnostic purposes we wish to have a large value of S for small ratios c 2 /c 1 . Note that cross-hybridization can cause θ 21 to be much larger than θ 22 , especially when c 1 c 2 , hence obscuring the detection of the mutant target. In order to address this issue, we propose the use of a large concentration a 1 of wt, which will deplete the corresponding target, hence leading to a cleaner signal from mut. Though perhaps evident, this approach will also deplete the mutant target, and a profound quantitative analysis is needed to investigate this issue. In what follows, we will quantify this effect by considering both the equilibrium and kinetics of the hybridization process.
Equilibrium properties
We will first focus on the equilibrium aspects of target depletion. For a system with three probes, the hybridized probe fraction at equilibrium is given by [see Eq. (9)]
The detection signal is then given by
For simplicity, we have assumed that
and K 32 ≡ K 2MM , associated with the perfect-match, single-mismatch and two-mismatch hybridizations, respectively. It is important to stress that the above relations are introduced for convenience and do not affect the main conclusions of this work. In absence of depletion (a i = 0), the detection signal becomes
where we have used the thermodynamic relation K = e −∆G/RT , with ∆G the hybridization free energy, R the gas constant and T the temperature (note that by convention ∆G < 0). We have also introduced ∆∆G 1MM ≡ ∆G 1MM − ∆G PM , the free-energy difference between the perfect-match and one-mismatch hybridizations which depends on the mismatch identity and on flanking nucleotides, according to the nearest-neighbor model of DNA hybridization. 10, 11, 21 Equation (13) has been experimentally verified in the past (see e.g. Next, we consider the other limit of strong depletion. We will assume the target depletion to occur only due to the wild-type probe, which can be tuned by choosing a large-enough probe concentration so that the condition a 1 K 1MM a 2 K PM is met. Moreover, by fully exploiting the effect of target depletion, so that a 1 K 1MM 1, we obtain the following elegant expression
By comparing Eqs. (13) and (14), we see that depleting the abundant wild-type target indeed leads to higher S (additional factor of two in the exponent). Performing the same analysis as above, we find that the minimum relative concentration that is experimentally detectable is in the range c 2 /c 1 = 0.00042 − 4.4%. This corresponds to an enhancement of the detection sensitivity by one to three orders of magnitude, owing to target depletion.
In order to experimentally realize the aforementioned detection enhancement, two conditions need to be met, as mentioned above. First, the relative concentration a 1 of the wild-type probes has to be much larger than those of the mutant and reference probes, so that a 1 a n
with n = 2, 3. Using typical values for hybridization free energies of single base pair mismatches (see above) we estimate 4 exp(∆∆G 1MM /RT ) 400. Thus, the larger the freeenergy penalty, ∆∆G 1MM , of a mismatch is, the larger the ratio a 1 /a n (n = 2, 3) needed.
Moreover, the absolute value of a 1 needs to be large enough, so as to maximize the contribution of depletion. The precise condition is
The precise value of ∆G 1MM /RT depends strongly on the DNA sequence, and can be estimated based on the nearest-neighbor model of DNA.
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Hybridization Kinetics
To investigate the kinetics of the system, we have numerically solved the coupled ODE (7).
The wild-type concentration was fixed at the experimentally-realistic value of c 1 = 50 pM,
while to obtain strong depletion we have set a 1 = 800 pM and a 2 = a 3 = 4 pM. We considered on-rates identical for all sequences, which is supported to a good extent by experimental observations. 23 The value was set to k + = 10 6 s −1 M −1 . The off-rates were then fixed by the equilibrium condition K ≡ k + /k − = e −∆G/RT . For the perfect-match, one-and two- The long time behavior shown in Fig. 2 corresponds to the equilibrium solution given by Eq. (9) . In order to understand the observed rich kinetics, one can use a simplified solvable case in which we assume that the depletion occurs due to the wt probe alone, i.e. a 2 , a 3 ≈ 0 and a 1 ≡ a = 0. Under this approximation, the solution θ i = θ i1 + θ i2 is found to be [see Eq. (31) of Appendix]
where we used k PM , k 1MM and k 2MM to denote the off-rates, while (17) are shown in Fig. 2 as dotted lines and are in excellent agreement with numerics. One can further simplify them using the assumption aK PM > aK 1MM 1, which corresponds to the limit of strong depletion. This condition is satisfied for the parameters used in Fig. 2 . Under this assumption, Eqs. (17) reduce to
In the last expression we have neglected the contribution θ 32 of the mutant target to the probe ref, as the corresponding hybridization involves two mismatches and c 2 c 1 . We, thus, identify three characteristic times, To analyze this time dependence in more detail, we first consider the regime in which t t 1 . In this time interval we approximate exp(−ak + t) ≈ 1 − ak + t and exp(−k 1MM t) ≈ exp(−k PM t) ≈ 1, so as to get
which indicates that at short time scales the kinetics is characterized by an identical binding rate to wt, mut and ref. This is because we have assumed equal attachment rate k + for all probes and targets, which is a reasonable approximation. This, however, does not influence the main features of the kinetics at the subsequent time scales. In the next interval t 1 t t 2 , we approximate exp(−ak + t) ≈ 0 and exp(−k PM t) ≈ 1. In this case the wt probe signal reaches a stationary value θ 1 ≈ (c 1 + c 2 )/a, which can also be obtained from the equilibrium solution (9), while
which, as K PM > K 1MM , are decreasing functions of time. In this regime the wild-type target starts dissociating at the same rate k 1MM from mut and ref probes. This leads to a very weak increase in the hybridization of the wt probe, which is not detectable in the scale of Fig. 2 (see inset of panel d), and also not present in the approximated solution (18) . This weak increase is, however, present in the full solution (17) . Finally, at even longer times, i.e. for
The ref probe reaches a steady state
, while the mut probe increases monotonically as
This increase takes place only if c 2 > 0, while in absence of mutant target (c 2 = 0) this third timescale is absent, and mut reaches a steady state value from above as ref.
In this last regime the wild-type target has completely equilibrated, and the mutant target gets redistributed from the wt probe to the mut probe. This gives rise to a monotonic increase in the hybridization of the latter, until the complete equilibration of the system. The turnover time at which θ 2 is minimal can be calculated from Eqs. (18) and is given by
Next, we show how target depletion can be used for sample enrichment, i.e. increasing the relative amount of mutant DNA over wild-type DNA. From an application point of view, this is an important issue, and can lead to an increased performance for mutant detection by other techniques, such as sequencing. 24, 25 Hereto, we focus on the hybridized material Higher values of the ratio enable the further enrichment of the sample, by increasing the relative population of the mutant with respect to the wild-type target. Lower panels: Fraction, a 2 θ 22 /c 2 , of the mutant target that has hybridized with the mut probe. For application purposes, the concentration, a 2 θ 22 , of the captured mutant target should be comparable to the initial one, c 2 , in solution. These quantities are plotted both (a,b) as a function of the wt probe concentration at equilibrium and (c-d) as a function of time at a fixed wt concentration (a 1 = 2.5 nM, corresponding to the dashed vertical lines). The small deviation between analytics and numerics arises from the approximation a 2 , a 3 ≈ 0 included in the former.
on the mut probe (probe number 2) and study two important quantities (see Fig. 3 ): the ratio of mutant over wild-type target attached to mut (a,c) and the absolute amount of mutant target (b,d). The former quantity determines whether we can achieve enrichment, the latter is needed as a measure of capture efficiency. In Fig. 3 
Conclusion
In this paper we have analyzed the equilibrium and kinetics of hybridization in DNA biosensors under the effect of strong target depletion. This is a condition which has been considered only in a limited prior studies 13, 14 since the typical assumption behind hybridization models in DNA biosensors, as the Langmuir adsorption model, is that the target sequences in solution are in excess. Target concentration is then considered to be constant throughout the duration of the experiment. To fulfill this condition one needs a sufficient amount of hybridizing material to start with. Although target depletion is typically avoided, our analysis
shows that one can turn it, in some applications, into an advantageous condition, leading to an increase of the performance of the biosensor.
We focused on the problem of detection of small amount of mutant sequence (with concentration c 2 ) diluted in a highly-abundant wild type (with concentration c 1 ), and specifically addressed the case of a single nucleotide difference between the two. An example where this is an important diagnostic problem is in liquid biopsy, where one examines a mixture of "healthy" molecules in majority, with a small subpopulation of molecules carrying a specific pathogenic property.
The minimal design employed in this study involves three probe sequences, which we (14)].
Note that the only sequence-dependent parameter controlling the detection limit is the free energy penalty associated to a single mismatch. With the same design we showed that, next to detection, also target enrichment can be enhanced.
Finally, our analysis of the kinetics revealed a rich behavior, with interplay between the initial strong binding of target, followed by unbinding and redistribution of the sequences between the different probes. This resulted in three different time scales and a mut signal that exhibits a nonmonotonic behavior: an increase followed by a decrease and then by a final increase towards equilibrium. We expect that this distinct feature, which we have found to take place only when c 2 > 0, should be observable in experiments which have access to the kinetics of hybridization.
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from a single target j and mixes the elements of the subvector θ j ≡ {θ 1j , θ 2j , . . . , θ npj }. Its entries are
where δ nm indicates the Kronecker δ function. In the j-th block, the constant vector is given
The equilibrium value θ is obtained by inverting the matrix M as
which can be performed independently for each block. In order to calculate M −1 , we notice that the j-th block of M is the sum of a diagonal matrix and the outer product of two vectors, i.e. M j = D + uv T , with D diagonal and uv T ≡ u ⊗ v. This allows us to use the Sherman-Morrison formula, which reads
(note that, while uv T is an n p × n p matrix, v T D −1 u is a scalar). In the present case 
A simple calculation gives
a n K nj and
is the equilibrium constant. Combining Eqs. (27) and (28), and recalling that θ j i = θ ij , we finally obtain Eq. (9).
Hybridization kinetics under depletion by a single sequence
Equation (23) can be analytically solved when depletion occurs due to a single probe. In this case we can write
where we have assumed that a n c j for n > 1. This condition can be experimentally realized through a proper design of the probes and choice of target concentrations. Under this assumption, one has a set of independent equations for θ 1j that can be easily solved
which is monotonically growing in time and approaches the stationary value θ 1j = c j K 1j /(1+ a 1 K 1j ). One can plug Eq. can be used as a general solution of the problem for all i and j.
